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1. Introduction  
 
Modern culture can  be said to  depend  on  writing to such an extent that if scientific 
knowledge is not writen it simply does not exist (Hyland, 1998). It is easy to observe, 
when glancing through any more or less old book, that conventions and practices have 
been subject to change, but such changes are not necessarily random. Hyland (1998: 18) 
claims that “The conventional linguistic practices for expounding and securing support 
for scientific knowledge are historical artefacts which date from the 1600s”. And some 
scholars of the time saw it necessary to establish such discursive rules (as Boyle and his 
coleagues did when they proposed to separate the exposition of hypotheses and that of 
proven facts).  As a consequence  of the application  of such  discursive  paterns, a 
particular reading  public appeared.  The subtle  negotiation  of  knowledge that  may  be 
observed from the seventeenth century onwards as never before in history is therefore 
reflected in language and  discourse as a  vehicle for such  negotiation.   Compiling a 
corpus  of scientific  writing in  Modern  English seems a  plausible idea as a  means to 
study the development of the English language as well as the development of Science. 
 The Project Coruña Corpus: A Colection of Samples for the Historical Study of 
English Scientific Writing includes texts of a scientific character belonging to diferent 
fields of knowledge. The corpus has been conceived of as a colection of sub-corpora, 
one for each scientific discipline. The Coruña Corpus (CC) is a long- term project that 
wil  be coming  out litle  by litle, its first  part  being the Corpus  of  English  Texts  on 
Astronomy (CETA). As many others, ours is a purpose-built electronic corpus conceived 
of as a means to have material for the study of scientific writing in English long before 
it  became the lingua franca of science.  Diferent  pilot studies  have  demonstrated this 
part of the Coruña Corpus is a reliable tool for the study of the evolution of scientific 
writing in the field of Astronomy. CETA seems to be useful to observe and account for 
the linguistic habits of English-speaking astronomers as wel as other factors relating to 
the  way in  which  knowledge was conveyed  depending  on several extra-linguistic 
variables.  
 This first part of our greater Coruña Corpus of English Scientific Writing may, 
therefore, provide researchers with important tools for a beter understanding of al the 
issues just mentioned and some others to appear in the course of time. It has been built 
up by selecting samples of texts published between 1700 and 1900 (that is to say, the 
Modern English period1). Such text extracts can be of interest not only for linguists but 
for  historians  of  Science as  wel.  The  Corpus  ofers the  possibility  of carying  out 
studies from a diachronic perspective but, since diferent genres have been included, it 
is suitable for  other  kinds  of approaches, and comparative studies are  obviously 
amongst them. As an electronic resource, CETA can  be  grouped together  with  other 
computerised corpora that have been designed to give access to specific insights into the 
so-caled special languages, either  on their  own  or  by resorting to  other available 
complementary tools.  
 This chapter is intended to  give an account  of some aspects relating to the 
compilation process and the corpus itself, and to the way in which the whole thing, as 
part of a major project, has been structured. 
 
 
2. The principles governing CETA 
 
To sketch the  principles  of CETA is to sketch those  of the  Coruña  Corpus  of  English 
Scientific Writing. This is a colection of text samples that have been carefuly selected 
put together (not “arbitrarily cut-out smaler text chunks” as the  Lampeter  Corpus 
manual says, Claridge et al., 1999) in order to represent the particular manifestation of 
English in science  writing, at a  particular time and  with the intention to facilitate 
research tasks.  Both CETA and the Coruña  Corpus as  historical corpora are limited 
since  we can  only resort to  writen  material,  but  we are  prety sure about their 
usefulness and this is,  precisely,  why  we  have  devoted  our eforts to establish the 
principles that are presented below. 
We  have included samples representing  other categories  besides the  widely 
studies research article.  Textbooks constitute an essential  part in the transmission  of 
                        
1  Alternative  dates  such  as  1660,  1725,  1776  or  even  1800 (Görlach,  1994:  22)  have 
been pointed as the borders between early and late Modern English. It is true that from the 18th 
century  English  scholars tend to  use  prescribed forms regardless  of their  dialectal  origin. 
Regional and social dialects are considered inferior (Freeborn, 1992: 180). Besides, it is in the 
eighteenth century that we observe the outburst of al sorts of pamphlets, grammars and articles 
aiming at linguistic improvement.  
scientific knowledge at least in the initial stages of academic life. However, they have 
seldom  been the  object  of linguistic analysis except to compare them  with  other 
academic genres (Trauth, 1990; Litlefair, 1991).  
 Variation inside scientific and academic English can be also seen in the diferent 
text types  ─conceived  of as  having certain internal characteristics─ and  genres  ─as a 
way  of socialising and, therefore,  with certain external functions (García-Izquierdo  & 
Montalt,  2002). In  other  words, inside  one single  discipline  or  domain  discourse  may 
undergo several  modifications and changes  depending  on the  genre to  which that 
discourse sample belongs.  Nwogu (1990)  demonstrated that  medical articles  of an 
informative sort and their academic equivalents are composed diferently; Myers (1990) 
found similar  diferences  between informative and research  biology articles.  Bhatia 
(1993) also presented the linguistic diferences existing between texts on legislation and 
those reporting cases and addressed to  professional lawyers.  Delimiting  genres is 
complicated and it represents a  problem that, according to  Monzó (2002:  141) can  be 
solved if we assume that genres may be sub-classified in variants atending to cultural 
criteria. She proposes the folowing: 
a. Paragenre: genre belonging to one professional community 
b. Diagenre: analogous genre in a culture that can be identified and recognised by the 
teritory it occupies 
c. Idiogenre:  genre reflecting a  particular author’s idiosyncrasy in  his/her texts in a 
constant way. 
According to this, it is  paragenres  we are  dealing  with in CETA.  Our 
classification of samples, therefore, has been based not only on linguistic characteristics 
but also on epistemological features and social functions. This way, we could say that, 
as compilers, we have searched for samples in diferent epistemological levels more or 
less (though not completely) equivalent to the three to be found today (Fortanet et al., 
1998): 
a. Highest epistemological level typical of research articles and abstracts; 
b.  High epistemological level (abstracts in abstracting journals and informative 
scientific articles); 
c. A medium epistemic level for specialised non-academic articles. 
 
 
3. Aim, scope and decisions on representativeness of CETA 
 
As seems to  be the  general trend in  Europe  now, CETA is  part  of a  bigger  Project2 
aiming at  ofering a  general  view  of the  development  of  English  Scientific  Writing in 
several diferent disciplines from the beginning of the eighteenth century onwards. The 
time-span chosen is directly related with the foundation of the Royal Society of London 
and, of course, with the publication of the basic guidelines on how to present scientific 
works to the members of the Society with the ideas of clarity and simplicity behind it 
al. The political situation after the Restoration and the social changes it involved must 
be also borne in mind. 
It is also worth mentioning that CETA in particular, as wel as the whole Coruña 
Corpus in  general (when completed), aims at covering the  gap left  by  other  historical 
corpora. That way, for instance, it wil cover, in terms of chronology, what is left by the 
Lampeter  Corpus, since the later covers the  100-year  period from  1640 to  1740  but 
does  not  go  beyond that  date. In terms  of  domain it is also  more specific than the 
Lampeter Corpus that represents Science in general rather than particular disciplines or 
than the Helsinki  Corpus  of  English texts that  was  not conceived  of as a “specific” 
corpus in the same sense. As for disciplines, CETA represents a single discipline as is 
the case of MEMT (Middle English Medical Texts). 
Though both contain scientific writing, the Coruña Corpus and the ARCHER (A 
Representative Corpus of Historical English Register) do not overlap since the later has 
material extracted from the  Philological  Transactions  whereas the former (and that is 
the case of CETA) ofers a representation of American English and longer formats. 
 
When faced  with the idea  of compiling a second-generation corpus  we first 
turned to the UNESCO  Classification  of  Science  and  Technology (1988) in  order to 
have a starting point of some kind. Of course, this classification cannot be applied to the 
Modern  period  without adapting it since the compartmentalisation and taxonomy  of 
science in the  20th century is  dramaticaly  diferent from the  one just  beginning to 
develop in Modern Times in Europe. It is obvious that knowledge then, though far away 
from  medieval scholasticism and seriously commited to the  Scientific  Method 
established  by  Empiricism,  was stil  not  organised as it is three centuries later. 
                        
2  CETA is part of the Coruña Corpus of English Scientific Writing, a larger corpus under 
compilation. It  wil  contain  diferent  subcorpora  pertaining to  diferent  disciplines  or  domains, 
such as Philosophy, Mathematics, Life Sciences, History, etc. 
UNESCO’s taxonomy reflects the  need for classification  originated  with  Rationalism 
and is nothing but a result of it. This is why the field of Astronomy and Astrophysics 
that  UNESCO  divides in  Cosmology and  Cosmogony (code  2101),  Planetary  medium 
(code  2102),  Optical  Astronomy (code  2103),  Planetology (code  2104),  Radio-
Astronomy (code 2105), Solar System (code 2106) and Other Astronomical Specialities 
(code  2199)  do  not exactly  match  Astronomy and  Astrology, the  disciplines  more 
widely represented in CETA. 
 
3.1 Categories represented in CETA 
 
In order to obtain a representative corpus of writings on Astronomy during the Modern 
English  period  we tried to find samples that could  be considered representative  of al 
possible forms, genres and/or text-types (McEnery and Wilson 1996; Biber et al. 1998: 
251-253). 
 In compiling this corpus, it was our intention to provide samples representative 
of the textual reality in the eighteenth and  nineteenth centuries in  English-speaking 
countries. In al cases we have resorted to prose texts only and al of them edited and 
printed. In an efort to  obtain a realy truthful representation  of the language  used in 
Astronomy texts,  our first  decision  was to resort  only to first editions taking two 
samples every ten years. We have resorted to first editions whenever possible and, when 
not,  we  have chosen those that  were  published  within less than thirty  years from the 
date the  work first came  out folowing  Kytö,  Rudanko and  Smitenberg’s (2000:  92) 
assumption that language change can be observed within 30-year periods. 
 Though it has been said that 1,000-word samples are more than enough for the 
study  of  variation  within the scientific register (Biber,  1993),  we  were conscious that 
some of the available “types” of texts were not that technical or scientific3. Besides, the 
scientific register was not as standardised as it is nowadays so that the possibilities to 
find  variation are  greater. In  many aspects, texts seem less repetitive  both in their 
structure and in their lexical choice. In that case, larger samples would provide a beter 
idea of the type of language used as wel as serve the purpose of comparison with other 
non-scientific samples (Lareo, 2006; Lareo & Moskowich, 2007). Our samples contain 
                        
3  That is the  case, for instance  of John Haris’s Astronomical  dialogues  between  a 
gentleman and a lady: wherein the doctrine of the sphere, uses of the globes, and the elements 
of Astronomy. 
also  non-analysable items that  have  been represented too though  not counted.  That is 
the case  of zodiacal signs, references to  points  or coordinates in the sky  or even 
quotations  whose  deletion  would  have caused the  non-understanding  of texts  but that 
are, by no means, representative of the language of the author. 
English  Scientific  writing  developed from  very early in the  Modern  Age. 
Though  Latin  was stil the language  of learning and science  until  wel into the 
eighteenth century the  vernacularisation  process  had long  begun (Taavitsainen and 
Pahta,  2004) and  was  by  now  wel established.  Scientific  writing  was  being also 
produced in  English as a first  option and this is  why CETA contains  only samples 
directly writen in English rather than translated from Latin or any other language even 
if the translator and the author were the same person. We thought that this was safer to 
avoid any linguistic interference. Already in the Middle Ages the conventions of Latin 
scientific writing were translated into the vernaculars of Europe (see Crossgrove 1998, 
Pahta and Taavitsainen 2004), but during the Enlightenment and soon after it, scientific 
and technological  maters  were  dealt  with as a  mater  of economic  benefit (Jardine, 
1999) and maybe this too in some way accelerated the publication of scientific works in 
English (which  was,  no  doubt, the language  of sponsors).  As a  mater  of fact, 
knowledge is socialy constructed (Hyland,  1998:  13) and as a construct it serves a 
social and economic goal.  
We aimed at colecting samples representing the  diferent  predominant  writen 
manifestations  of this  knowledge (excluding  poetic and fiction  pieces) existing in the 
time-span covered by CETA. One of our main concerns (it stil is) was to set the limits 
between  genre, text-type, register and style. In the  definition  of  genre the elements 
directly depending on the texts (form, style, purpose) are not enough. Moessner (2001: 
132) claims that it is  basic to consider also the reader’s  perspective, that is to say, 
“which features  make a reader interpret a text as a  prototypical  novel, short story, 
parody, etc?”.  Genre  division  must count  on extralinguistic factors such as subject 
mater, purpose and discourse situation (Rissanen, 1996). 
As Görlach (2004: 1) states in his preface “Proper definitions, and investigations 
including  diachronic  developments and  diatopic contrasts seem to  be indispensable 
before, for instance, corpus linguistics can claim to make reliable statements based on a 
representative text selection”. Therefore, we tried to outline the picture of which were 
the existing functional text categories at the time (that is to say, which were the diferent 
genres4 to be produced in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Astronomy) and we also 
checked if that  production  was  more  or less  homogeneous in al  English-speaking 
countries at the time, or if some types existing in, say, England, were not to be found in 
the United States. Our hypothesis is that no significant diference is to be observed in 
the genres considered for the discipline Astronomy neither as period or place of writing 
are concerned.  
 As in the ones compiled in the Lampeter Corpus various functions can be found 
in our texts: the informative function is the commonest, but the instructive, and even the 
entertaining, functions are not uncommon either.  Therefore,  we resorted to the 
folowing categories:  Essay,  Treatise,  Textbook,  Lecture,  Leter,  Dialogue,  Article, 
Encyclopaedia or Others when they present miscelaneous features. 
Görlach (2004:  88), though refering to them as text-types,  defines these types as 
folows: 
a.  Article:  non-fictional composition  or  dissertation in a  newspaper, journal  or read at 
conferences. 
b. Dialogue: Literary work in conversational form 
c. Encyclopaedia: book containing information in al branches of knowledge, aranged 
alphabeticaly. 
d. Essay: short prose composition, first draft 
e. Lecture: formal discourse delivered to students. Piece of writing intended to be read 
aloud. 
f. Leter: writen communication (not necessarily sent by post) 
g. Treatise: discussion of some topic including some methodological issues 
h. Textbook: book used as a standard book 
 
Of al these,  only two are  not considered as  major  or  more  generic text-types  by 
Görlach,  namely, encyclopaedia and  dialogue.  When  our samples seemed  not to fit in 
any of the above, they have been classed as “others”.  
 
Al these categories  were already in  use  when  our authors  were  producing their texts 
and  many  of them  have  been recorded as early as the end  of the fourteenth century. 
                        
4  The ascription of a sample to one or another genre is arguable. As Fowler (1982: 41) 
puts it genres may be considered as family members who “are related in various ways without 
necessarily having any single feature in common by al”. 
Such is the case of treatise, first recorded with its meaning of “a book or writing which 
treats  of some  particular subject” (OED). In  modern times,  however, the  meaning 
includes also the idea of a book “containing a formal or methodological discussion or 
exposition  of the  principles  of the subject”. In this respect,  many  of the samples 
contained in CETA belong to treatises (as is the case  of Curson,  1702, The  Theory  of 
Sciences ilustrated, or the grounds and principles of the seven arts; grammar, logick, 
rhetorick,  musick,  arithmetick,  geometry,  Astronomy.  Accurately  demonstrated  and 
reduced to practice, whose title is most ilustrative). One of the more painstaking tasks 
of the team, no doubt, was the classification of samples, though we are prety sure they 
are al there.. 
 
Graph 1. ilustrates the diferent genres gathered in CETA samples. 
 
 Graph 1. Genres in CETA 
 
 
Al the diferent categories we have gathered seem to reflect the social reality of a world 
in  which  knowledge  was  not exclusive  of  Universities  or  other institutions (where the 
taxonomies for lecture, treatise and textbook/handbook  would  perfectly fit),  but  was 
also wanted outside such institutions as was mentioned earlier in sections 1 and 2. The 
vernacularisation  of science and technology  brought about its  popularisation too and 
new  ways  of communication  had to  be  used.  Leters,  dialogues and  other forms  were 
also found though, obviously, not al disciplines were so prone to be spread just because 
they  were  not equaly  popular.  Let  us add to this the already  mentioned idea  of 
economic benefit in a country about to commence the Industrial Revolution with al its 
socio-economic and political implications and the panorama is complete. 
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 In  general  we can say that this  distribution  displayed in  graph  1 reflects the 
production at the time (Görlach, 2004: 1). If there are more samples from treatises and 
lectures it is simply because Astronomy, as part of the Quadrivium, was not one of the 
most popular fields and it was mainly communicated in an academic seting5. 
 
3.2 Representativeness and size 
 
We cannot agree with Claridge (1999) when in her introduction to the Lampeter Corpus 
she says that they have taken complete texts because any other option would have been 
“arbitrarily cut-out smaler text chunks”  put together.  Our samples  have  been selected 
so that al  parts  of texts (introductions, central chapters and conclusions) are  more or 
less equaly represented. Arbitrariness is to be found only in the choice of the paragraph 
that would be the last one keyed in and that depended on word counts. 
 We  have tried to compile a similar  number  of  words and samples for each 
century.  Therefore, we  have  obtained a total  of  208,083  words for the eighteenth 
century part and 202,403 for the nineteenth-century one. The same number of samples, 
twenty one, appears for the two periods. However, not al genres/text types are equaly 
represented in the sense that articles are more common in the later part of the Corpus 
and the  only sample  we  have in the category “others” coresponds to the eighteenth 
century. Of course, this is just reflecting the surounding reality. 
The graph below shows the overal distribution in terms of word counts: 
 
                        
5  Other disciplines were more easily found outside specialists circles, as happened with 
Natural History where we find texts where the description of the anatomy of fish is mixed with 
recipes explaining how to cook them properly (Dodd, 1752). 
 Graph 2. Words in CETA 
 
Of course, it  goes  without saying that this selection  has  often  been  determined  by the 
availability of texts. 
 
3.3 Authors represented in CETA 
 
Some  works from the  nineteenth century  which  were  notably shorter (articles)  have 
been included “in toto”  but that  does  not  unbalance  our corpus in any  way.  The list 
below (table  1.)  presents authors in alphabetical  order accompanied  by the title  of the 
text sampled and the coresponding file name contained in the Corpus. 
 
Adams, George. 1777. A Treatise describing the construction and 
explaining the use of celestial and terrestrial globes. London.  
astr 1777 
Adams 1-
57.xml 
Bartlet, Wiliam Holms Chambers. 1855. Elements of natural 
philosophy (Spherical Astronomy. New York: Barnes & Co. 
astr 1855 
Bartlet 1-
33.xml 
Bonnycastle, John. 1786. An introduction to Astronomy in a series 
of leters from a preceptor to his pupil, in which the most useful and 
interesting parts of the science are clearly and familiarly explained.  
London.  
astr 1786 
Bonnycastle 
19-68.xml 
Bradford, Duncan. 1845. The wonders of the heavens, being a 
popular view of Astronomy, including a ful ilustration of the 
mechanism of the heavens; embracing the Sun, Moon, and stars. 
Boston: American Stationers Co. 
astr 1845 
Bradford 82-
95.xml 
Brewster, Sir David. 1811. Ferguson's Astronomy explained upon 
Sir Isaac Newton's Principles: with notes and supplementary 
chapters. Philadelphia. 
astr 1811 
Brewster 241-
277.xml 
Bryan, Margaret. 1797. A compendious system of Astronomy in a 
course of familiar lectures: in which the principles of the science 
astr 1797 
Bryan 91-
Words per century
18th c. Samples
19th c. Samples
are clearly elucidated so as to be inteligible to those who have not 
studied mathematics: also trigonometrical and celestial problems, 
with a key to the ephemeris, and a vocabulary of the terms of 
science used in the lectures which later are explained agreeably to 
their application in them. London. 
122.xml 
Charlton, Jasper. 1735. The Ladies Astronomy and Chronology in 
four parts. London. 
astr 1735 
Charlton 13-
53.xml 
Chauvenet, Wiliam. 1871. A manual of spherical and practical 
Astronomy, embracing the general problems of spherical 
Astronomy, the special applications to nautical Astronomy, and the 
theory and use of fixed and portable astronomical instruments, with 
an appendix on the method of least squares. Vol I. Philadelphia  
astr 1871 
Chauvenet 9-
37. xml 
Clerke, Agnes Mary. 1893. A Popular History of Astronomy in the 
Nineteenh Century. London. 
astr 1893 
Clerke 300-
329.xml 
Costard, George. 1767. The history of Astronomy, with its 
application to geography, history, and chronology; occasionaly 
exemplified by the globes. London: James Lister. 
astr 1767 
Costard 270-
298.xml 
Crol, James.1889. Stelar Evolution and its relation to Geological 
Time. New York: Appleton. 
astr 1889 Crol 
12-52.xml 
Curson, Henry. 1702. The Theory of Sciences ilustrated, or the 
grounds and principles of the seven arts; grammar, logick, 
rhetorick, musick, arithmetick, geometry, Astronomy. Accurately 
demonstrated and reduced to practice. With a variety of questions, 
problems and propositions both delightful and profitable. London: 
Richard Smith. 
astr 1702 
Curson 337-
400.xml 
Darwin, George Howard. 1880. On the Secular Changes in the 
Elements of the Orbit of a Satelite, revolving about a Tidaly 
Distorted Planet. Philosophical transactions. London. 
astr 1880 
darwin 864-
873.xml 
Ewing, John. 1809. A plain, elementary and practical system of 
natural experimental philosophy: including Astronomy and 
chronology. Philadelphia: Hopkins and Earle. 
astr 1809 
Ewing 492-
523.xml 
Ferguson, James. 1756. Astronomy explained upon Sir Isaac 
Newton’s Principles and made easy to those who have not studied 
Mathematics. London. 
astr 1756 
Ferguson 146-
167.xml 
Fuler, Samuel. 1732. Practical Astronomy, in the description and 
use of both globes, orrery and telescopes wherein the most useful 
elements, and most valuable modern discoveries of the true 
Astronomy are exhibited, after a very easy and expeditious manner, 
in an exact account of our solar system, with ten curious copper 
plates. Dublin. 
astr 1732 
Fuler 1-27.xml 
Garland, Landon C.1838. “An Address on the Utility of 
Astronomy”. Southern Literary Messenger; devoted to every 
department of literature and the fine arts. Richmond, VA: T.W. 
White (etc.), Volume 4, Issue: 2, Feb 1838.  
astr 1838 
Garland 123-
130.xml 
Gordon, George. 1726. An introduction to geography, Astronomy, 
and dialing. Containing the most useful elements of the said 
sciences, adapted to the meanest capacity, by the description and 
uses of the terrestrial and celestial globes with an introduction to 
chronology. London: J. Senex; G. Strahan; W. and J. Innys; J. 
Osborn and T. Longman. 
astr 1726 
Gordon 63-99, 
101-123.xml 
Gummere, John. 1822. An elementary treatise on Astronomy. In 
two parts. The first, containing a clear and compendious view of 
the theory. The second, a number of practical problems. To which 
are added, Solar, Lunar and some other Astronomical Tables. 
Philadelphia. 
astr 1822 
Gummere 200-
237.xml 
Harris, John. 1719. Astronomical dialogues between a gentleman 
and a lady: wherein the doctrine of the sphere, uses of the globes, 
and the elements of Astronomy. London: T. Wood. 
astr 1719 
Haris 1-
52.xml 
Herschel, John F. W. 1833. “A treatise on Astronomy”. The 
Cabinet Encyclopedia. Conducted by the Rev. Dionysius Lardner .. 
Assisted by eminent literary and scientific men. Natural 
Philosophy. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green and 
Longman, and John Taylor. 
astr 1833 
Herschel 205-
251.xml 
Hil, John. 1754. Urania: or, a compleat view of the heavens; 
containing the antient and modern Astronomy, in form of a 
dictionary: ilustrated with a great number of figures comprising 
al the constelations, with the stars laid down according to their 
exact situations and magnitudes: from repeated and accurate 
observations (Vol.I. Being the first of A compleat system of natural 
and philosophical knowledge). London: T. Gardner. 
astr 1754 Hil 
1-17-xml 
Hodgson, James. 1749. The Theory of Jupiter’s Satelites: with the 
construction and use of the tables for computing their eclipses. 
London: W. and J. Mount and T. Page on Tower Hil, and H. 
Whitridge. 
astr 1749 
Hodgson 83-
111 
Lacy, John. 1779. The universal system: or mechanical cause of al 
the appearances and movements of the visible heavens: shewing the 
true powers which move the Earth and Planets in their Central and 
annual Rotations with A Dissertation on Comets, the Nature, 
Cause, Mater, and Use of their Tails, and the Reasons of their 
Long Trajectories; likewise and atempt to prove what it is that 
moves the Sun around its Axis. London: J. Auckland. 
astr 1779 lacy 
1-35.xml 
Long, Roger. 1742. Astronomy, in five books. Cambridge. astr 1742 Long 
61-82.xml 
Loomis, Elias. 1868. A treatise on Astronomy. New York: Harper 
and Brothers (??? 
astr 1868 
Loomis 9-
37.xml 
Lowel, Percival. 1895. “Mars: Canals”. The Atlantic Monthly: 
Mars II. Canals. Vol 76 July 1895: 106-119 
astr 1895 
Lowel 106-
119 
Luby, Thomas. 1828. Introductory Treatise on Physical Astronomy. 
London and Dublin: Baldwin and Cradock. 
astr 1828 Luby 
1-34.xml 
Mitchel, Ormsby McKnight. 1860. Popular Astronomy. A concise 
elementary treatise on the Sun, planets, satelites and comets. New 
York: Phinney, Blakeman & Mason. 
astr 1860 
Mitchel 864-
873.xml 
Morden, Robert. 1702. An Introduction to Astronomy, geography, 
navigation, and other mathematical sciences made easier by the 
description and uses of the celestial and terrestrial Globes. In seven 
parts. London. 
astr 1702 
Morden 1-
42.xml 
Nicholson, Wiliam. 1782. An introduction to natural philosophy. 
Ilustrated with copper plates. London: Printed for J. Johnson. 
astr 1782 
Nicholson 100-
151, 154-
156.xml 
Olmsted, Denison. 1841. Leters on Astronomy, addressed to a lady 
in which the elements of the science are familiarly explained in 
connexion with its literary history. With numerous engravings. 
Boston: Marsh, Capen, Lyon and Webb. 
astr 1841 
Olmstead 312-
339.xml 
Philips, Wiliam. 1817. Eight familiar lectures on Astronomy: 
intended as an introduction to the science: for the use of young 
persons and others not conversant with the mathematics. New 
York: James Eastburn and Co. 
astr 1817 
Philips 46-
80.xml 
Smal, Robert. 1804. An account of the astronomical discoveries of 
Kepler: including an historical review of the systems which had 
successively prevailed before his time. London: J. Mawman. 
astr 1804 Smal 
70-105.xml 
Steele, Joel Dorman. 1874. Fourteen weeks in descriptive 
Astronomy. New York: A.S. Barnes. 
astr 1874 
Steele 13-42, 
45-64.xml 
Stewart, Mathew. 1761.  Tracts, Physical and Mathematical. 
Containing an Explanation of several important points in Physical 
Astronomy; and a new Method for ascertaining the Sun’s distance 
from the Earth, by the Theory of Gravity. Edinburgh: printed for W. 
Sands and A. & J. Bell/ London: A. Milar and J. Nourse. 
astr 1761 
Stewart 340-
398.xml 
Vince, Samuel. 1790. A treatise on practical Astronomy. 
Cambridge, Mass: J. Archdeacon, J. and J. Meril, J. Nicholson 
and W. Lunn. 
astr 1790 
Vince 6-31.xml 
Wats, Isaac. 1726. The knowledge of the heavens and the Earth 
made easy: or, the first principles of Astronomy and geography 
explain'd by the use of globes and maps: with a Solution of the 
Common Problems by a plain Scale and Compasses as wel as by 
the Globe. London. 
astr 1726 Wats 
1-50.xml 
Whewel, Wiliam. 1858. The plurality of worlds. With an 
introduction by Edward Hitchcock. I Astronomical discoveries p17/ 
I Astronomical objection to religion. New York; Boston 
astr 1858 
Whewel 17-
51.xml 
Whiston, Wiliam. 1715. Astronomical lectures, read in the publick 
schools at Cambridge.  London: R. Senex and W. Taylor. 
astr 1715 
Whiston 1-
37.xml 
Wilson, Alexander. 1774. “Observations on the solar spots”. 
Philosophical Transactions, Vol. 64: 1-19. 
astr 1774 
Wilson 1-
19.xml 
Young, Prof., LL. D., Ph. D. 1880. “Recent Progress in Solar 
Astronomy” The Princeton Review. Volume 1: 88-104. 
astr 1880 
Young 88-
104.xml 
 
Table 1. Authors in CETA 
 
 
Women are seldom  mentioned in  History  of  Science  books  or in  Biographical 
Dictionaries. It was not common to make public female activity in certain social fields 
and science (Astronomy in  particular)  was  one  of those traditionaly  defined as 
masculine6.  This  means  many  outstanding female scientists  were  never  publicly 
recognised.  It is dificult to trace their lives because many lost their own name when 
                        
6  Vid. Chapter 2 
maried and some  used a  masculine  pseudonym to  make sure their  work  was taken 
seriously (Herero,  2007:  75).  Excluded from  oficial science,  women learnt  by 
absorbing and listening to  other  women, from  mothers to  daughters.  Academies first 
admited  women as late as the  20th century,  which  means these scientific societies 
evolved for 150 years without a female point of view. Therefore, female authorship is 
very dificult to establish. On some occasions women did not sign their own works, as is 
the case  of the  Catalogue  of  Stars  by  German female astronomers in the seventeenth 
century.  Women should  not  observe the sky at  night as this  was considered an 
indecorous behaviour (Herero, 2007: 82). Although women participated intensively in 
the field of Astronomy once the Copernican system was accepted, their access to study 
and scientific work was limited to the role of mere assistants.  
 As could  be expected for scientific  writing, then,  women are  not abundant as 
authors of scientific works in general and this is more so in Astronomy. Only two have 
been included in CETA though  others are  known to  have existed.  That is the case  of 
Adelaide Ames (18??-1932),  who  worked as a researcher for  Harvard  Observatory 
under  Harlow  Shapley from  1923-1932.  She  published a comprehensive catalogue  of 
2,778 nebulae which could not be used for the type of linguistic research CETA wants to 
serve.  Others are  Mary Ibertson (d.  1914) and  Mary  Ashlay (c.  1880)  or  Elizabeth 
Bardwel (d. 1899). The two ladies we have chosen, Margaret Bryan for the eighteenth 
century and Agnes Mary Clerke for the nineteenth, signed the work they authored and 
both made significant research that resulted in important advances and discoveries7. 
 
3.4 Time-span represented  
 
 
The time-span covered  by CETA is based  on extra-linguistic considerations, since  we 
have resorted to changes in scientific thought rather than to changes in the language 
itself to set the limit dates of our text selection. Of course, changes in scientific thought 
imply changes in the  way in  which  knowledge is conveyed (Moskowich  &  Parapar 
2007; Crespo 2008b). 
CETA earliest texts  date  back to  1700  when the  old epistemological  paterns 
based on authorities undergo a dramatic transformation (Taavitsainen and Pahta, 1997). 
                        
7  The metadata files in CETA contain detailed information on their lives and work but it is 
worth mentioning here the fact that one of the biggest craters on the Moon is named Clerke’s 
Crater after its discoverer. 
This change in the transmission of knowledge marks the beginning of a new scientific era 
and, consequently, it was considered a good starting point for our compilation. 
Modern science was thought of as a brand-new resource founded on what would to 
be labeled induction (John Stuart Mil would systematise his methods of induction some 
time later) as  wel as  on an experimental  methodology and the  use  of a  mathematical 
language to convey new results. In this sense it was diametricaly opposed to the scholastic 
trend, that is, the understanding of science as deduction from wel-established principles. 
Empiricism  promoted the  development  of  Science  outside  Universities for the first time, 
probably favoured  by a  beter economic situation and  population  demanding  practical 
applications for scientific thought in the  market.  At the same time as the importance  of 
religion decreases and that of quantification of data as a means to reach valid conclusions 
grows. 
These social and  methodological changes resulted in the conscious creation  of a  new 
language to transmit science on the part of authors (Swales, 1990), a representative sample 
of which we have tried to compile in CETA. 
Our colection of texts stretches as far as 1900, when several facts realy relevant for the 
History  of  Science took  place.  Such is the case  of the  discovery  of the electron  by J.J. 
Thompson in 1896, the crisis of the grounds of mechanical physics announced by Mach, 
Kirchhof or Bolzmann in this same year, Planck’s announcement of quantum mechanics, 
or  Einstein’s  publication (be it  his idea  or  Mileva  Maric’s  original idea) of a  paper 
proposing what is today caled the Special Theory of Relativity in 1905. it is evident that 
al these  discoveries can  be compared to the  ones establishing the turning-point in the 
seventeenth century  we refered to above and they  were also accompanied  by a  new 
conception in the  way  Science should  be conveyed. In fact,  Thomas  Huxley chanpioned 
for a  new scientific style at the  1897 International  Congress  of  Mathematics.  No  doubt 
from that moment scientific discourse changed dramaticaly again. 
 
3.5 Geographical distribution of samples 
 
If we assume that the Corpus of English Texts on Astronomy is not only conceived of as 
a tool for the study the evolution of English scientific writing in time but also for that of 
variation depending on diferent sociolinguistic variables, it is obvious that the more we 
know about the texts compiled and their authors, the  beter.  For this reason  we  have 
resorted,  when possible, to texts  by authors about  whom  we could find  basic 
biographical information and, therefore,  whose linguistic  habits  we could infer.  Such 
biographical information has been compiled in a set of metadata files accompanying the 
samples themselves. The structure of such files is such that information inside them is 
also searchable  by  our search engine Coruña  Corpus  Tool (CCT). No  biographical 
information has been provided in the metadata files only in those cases in which there 
was  no text available (complying  with the Coruña  Corpus principles) for a  particular 
time-span of whose author we had some information. 
Our decision was also determined by another idea. The whole Coruña Corpus of 
English Scientific Writing in general and CETA in particular have been devised from a 
social-constructionist  position (Hyland,  1998:  82). In  other  words,  we  believe that 
knowledge and its creation  depend  on context, and this implies that science is the 
interpretation  of the  world  of a  particular individual (the scientist) and  not an 
independent entity or an absolute truth. This being so language is a central element both 
for interpretation of facts and for its transmission. 
We  have selected  English-speaking authors  writing in  English, avoiding even 
translations  made  by the authors themselves, thus  making it  more  dificult to find 
samples.  This  was especialy  do for the eighteenth century, since  many  of them also 
used  Latin and this  may  have caused some interference  on their  use  of their  native 
language.  When speaking about the  geographical  distribution  of authors  we are 
refering mainly to the places where they were educated, since it is there we think they 
acquired the linguistic habits to be found in their writings as sampled in CETA. 
 Table 2. below shows the distribution of authors according to the geographical 
variable (also contained in the metadata files in the Corpus) and, as can be seen, 33% 
are  of  American and  45% are  of  European  origin.  We  have  not  been able to find 
information about the  places  where five authors  were educated, al  of them from the 
eighteenth century. 
 
 
 
AUTHOR YEAR PLACE OF EDUCATION 
Henry Curson 1702 ? 
Robert Morden 1702 England 
Wiliam Whiston 1715 Cambridge (England) 
John Haris 1719 Oxford (England) 
George Gordon 1726 ? 
Isaac Wats 1726 Southampton and Newington (England) 
Samuel Fuler 1732 ? 
Jasper Charlton 1735 ? 
Roger Long 1742 Cambridge (England) 
James Hodgson 1749 England 
John Hil 1754 Peterborough/Westminster, UK 
James Ferguson 1756 Banfshire (Scotland) 
Mathew Stewart 1761 Rothesay (Scotland) 
George Costard 1767 Oxford (England) 
Alexander Wilson 1774 St. Andrews, Scotland 
George Adams 1777 Southampton (England) 
John Lacy 1779 ? 
Wiliam Nicholson 1782 North Yorkshire (England) 
John Bonnycastle 1789 Buckinghamshire (England) 
Samuel Vince 1790 Cambridge (England)  
Margaret Bryan 1797 London (England) 
Robert Smal 1804 Dundee, (Scotland) 
John Ewing 1809 Princeton, New Jersey (USA) 
David Brewster 1811 Jedburgh and Edingburgh (Scotland) 
Wiliam Philips 1818 London (England) 
John Gummere 1822 Moreland (USA) 
Thomas Luby 1828 Dublin (Ireland) 
John Frederick Wiliam Herschel 1833 Eton Colege and Cambridge (England) 
Landon Cabel Garland 1838 Virginia, Alabama (USA) 
Denison Olmsted 1841 East Hartford, Connecticut (USA) 
Duncan Bradford 1845 ? 
Wiliam Holms Chambers Bartlet 1855 West Point, New York (USA) 
Wiliam Whewel 1858 Lancaster, Cambridge (England) 
Ormsby McKnight Mitchel 1860 Ohio (USA) 
Elias Loomis 1868 Connecticut (USA) 
Wiliam Chauvenet 1871 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (USA) 
Dorman Steele 1874 Syracuse, New York (USA) 
George Howard Darwin 1880 Kent and Cambridge (England) 
Charles Augustus Young 1880 New Hampshire (USA) 
James Crol 1889 Perthshire (Scotland) 
Agnes Mary Cerke 1893 Cork (Ireland) 
Percival Lowel 1895 Boston (USA) 
 
Table 2. Geographical origin of authors in CETA. 
 
 
Graphs  3 and  4  below ilustrate the fact that there are  no  American authors in the 
eighteenth century, though the situation is totaly  diferent for the  nineteenth century: 
52%  of al authors come from the  USA.  English authors represent  19% and,  very 
closely,  Scotish authors represent  14%. It is evident that,  once  more, some external 
conditions  have  played an important role for this change: the spread  of education and 
the social demand for practical results to improve the economy in the States. 
 
  
Graph 3. Geographical distribution in the 18th century 
 
 
 
 
 Graph 4. Geographical distribution in the 19th century 
 
 
 
An overview of the diferent places where the authors contained in CETA learned to 
write is the one ofered in graph 5. 
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 Graph 6. The provenance of authors in CETA 
 
 
4. Editorial policy and related software 
 
Corpora constitute, in themselves, an editorial task.  From the  mere selection  of  one 
particular extract rather than another to the application  of the  diferent representation 
conventions to  be  used,  many  decisions  have to  be made.   The texts in the Coruña 
Corpus  of  English  Scientific  Writing of  which CETA is a  part  have  been edited to 
represent even special graphemes in their XML format (visible in one of the windows of 
the Coruña Corpus Tool, CCT). In our efort to be as close to the original as possible we 
have also  preserved certain symbols  used to refer to constelations and  other specific 
maters but have avoided the representation of al those elements that did not represent 
the language of the author, thus eliminating quotations 
 The diference in speling across the two hundred years covered by the Corpus 
and  which  we  wanted to represent as faithfuly as  possible implied that  old-fashioned 
characters such as <ſ> (long  <s>),  <ſ> (italicised long  <s>)  or the ligatured  digraph 
<ct>, made  OCR  under  modern standards completely  unfeasible.  Therefore, manual 
typing was always needed at some stage. 
 We have tried to keep the output computerised text as truthful to the original as 
possible. However, we had to find a balance between two possibilities: a) showing the 
text the way it originaly was as an image, and b) ofering researchers the possibility of 
working with the information stored in the texts in an  open, flexible and  productive 
way.  Balance  between these two  options implied taking some editorial  decisions that 
wil be accounted for at this point. 
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For each sample we  have included TEI-compliant headers with information 
about the file, ful name of the research group behind this corpus, sponsors and director, 
name  of this  Astronomy sub-corpus (CETA) and the amount  of analysable  material in 
the file.  The  header  box concludes  with a reduced  version  of the ful title  of the text, 
pages selected the  name  of the author and the  year  of  publication. We  have  kept the 
original  numbering  of the text,  our  only alteration  being the centring  of al  page 
numbers on the screen in a bold font type between blank lines. We have also resorted to 
a bigger bold blue font for titles and chapters to make the visual revision of texts more 
appealing to the researcher. 
Our commitment to respect the  original  versions  of the texts  met some 
dificulties: we  have  nonetheless  decided to  omit editorial  material -such as  page 
headers, footers and margin notes- for the indexing though they can be read in the XML 
window. We  have also  got rid  of extra  blank spaces before some  punctuation signs, 
such as colons and semi-colons.  Finaly, and  whenever  possible, a few speling erors 
have  been corected,  because they are likely to  have  been  made  by the  printer rather 
than by the author. We have considered the diferent spelings across time and checked 
al the items in the Oxford  English  Dictionary.  Those items impossible to identify  or 
missing elements have been marked as [unclear]. 
 Apart from the  TEI tags  we  have included a set  of editorial  marks between 
square  brackets in  order to  make analysis straightforward.  They are  discussed in the 
folowing paragraphs. 
The square  brackets contain information such as the location  of  quotations, 
figures, formulae, etc. in the  original text.  But, at the same time, they are  used to 
disambiguate homographic forms that the CCT could consider a word. For instance, the 
Roman number I has been enclosed in brackets to avoid the miscounting of the personal 
pronoun I. Thus, in the wordlist generated by the CCT the first personal pronoun wil 
appear, i.e. as i-325 (implying that the author has used 325 times the personal pronoun) 
and the Roman number I wil appear as [i]-20 (showing that the Roman number I has 
been found  only  20 times in that sample). Squeare  brackets  have  been  used for  other 
strings  of characters that could  be ambiguous. For instance, the  phrase the  points  BE 
wil appear as the  points [BE]; the abbreviation for  number No wil appear as [no] to 
distinguish it from the negative particle no, etc. (see Figure 1). 
 
 
 
Figure 1: use of square brackets 
 
 Another editorial change regards a  habit typical  of eighteenth-century editors: 
the last word on one page was repeated as the first on the folowing. The texts samples 
in CETA, as wel as in other sub-corpora of the CC have avoided such repetitions that 
would have altered word counts and frequencies. 
Original  paragraphs,  but  not lines, are  kept in CETA files.  That implies the 
exclusion  of truncated  words at the end  of a line8.  There is  only a case in  which the 
original form  of  paragraphs cannot  be respected: footnotes, since TEI restrictions 
prevent the division of a footnote into diferent paragraphs. Therefore, the information 
included in footnotes is  writen in  one single  paragraph in the CETA files. TEI 
restrictions afect also the place where a footnote appears in the Info Display window of 
the CCT.  They are  placed  below the  word they refer to, in a separate  paragraph.  We 
have also  placed al  note references after the  word they refer to.  This  makes the 
electronic text easier to understand. 
                        
8 Hyphens have been limited to compound words when they were hyphenated in the original. Therefore, 
when a hyphen has been used as a layout mark by the author or printer, an EM-dash has been placed 
instead 
 Other  decisions concerning  notes are the exclusion  of editorial  notes for 
indexing, though they can  be viewed as  we  mentioned above, since they  do  not 
represent the author’s own language9. 
One of the aims of the compilers was to keep original speling variants. The CCT 
has been developed taking these variants into consideration. Therefore, when a searched 
word could have been writen with two or more diferent spelings, the CCT shows al 
the  possible spelings and  distinguishes them as  diferent types (see  Figure 2,  botom 
row). 
 
Figure 2: Search window. Speling variants 
  
Though the Coruña  Corpus  of  English  Scientific  Writing in  general, and CETA in 
particular, could  be  more easily searched if the files  were left as raw  XML files, the 
implementation of the CCT as its own search-engine has rendered beter results, mainly 
in cases of disambiguation and in its treatment of editorial marks and punctuation. We 
hope it wil be felt as frienfly and useful by researchers as it is by compilers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        
9 For a detailed list of the editorial marks used in CETA, see the Introduction to the Corpus. 
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